SIZING YOUR OPTIVIZOR
HEAD MEASUREMENT INSTRUCTIONS
STEP 1 - LOCATE THE MID POINT
Run an imaginary line across from behind one ear all away up and
across the dogs head to the back of the other ear you will find the
mid-point located in the centre of this line.This mid-point is used to
establish the HEAD MEASUREMENT.
STEP 2 - ESTABLISH THE HEAD MEASUREMENT
Measure from the mid-point to the tip of the dogs nose
- DO NOT follow the contours of the dogs face.
- Measure in a STRAIGHT LINE ONLY
(you may need to lift a straight ruler away from the dogs
head see below diagrams)

SIZE MATTERS!
A good fit is critical
for the OPTIVIZOR to
function correctly
and to give your dog
the best chance of
accepting this
alternative to the
dreaded

"CONE OF
SHAME"

The resulting measurement represents the HEAD MEASUREMENT
you will use to size your OPTIVIZOR using the table provided.

FINAL SIZING
Using the tables provided size the OPTIVIZOR by HEAD
MEASUREMENT AND by CANINE WEIGHT. You may find you
have 2 different sizes according to the 2 charts. This is because, as
we know, dogs come in all shapes and sizes. Simply pick the
smaller size. It is always better to size down when in doubt.

A SNUG FIT!
When fitting your
new OPTIVIZOR
make sure the neck
collar and chin strap
is done up firmly
otherwise the dog is
less likely to accept
the collar.
Depending on the
temperament of your
dog, you may loosen
these slightly once
the OPTIVIZOR has
been accepted by
your special friend.

OPTIVIZOR DIAGRAMS
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OPTIVIZOR TABLES

( Equivelent E-Collar size in Brackets)

11 - 13

13 - 15

15 - 18

18 - 21

21 - 24

25 +

centimeters

4.3 - 5

5-6

6-7

7 - 8.3

8.3 - 9.4

9.5+

inches

2-6

5 - 12

10 - 25

23 - 35

33 - 45

46 +

kilograms

4 - 15

11 - 26

22 - 55

50 - 77

72 - 99

100 +

TOY (10)
SMALL (12.5)
SMALL MEDIUM (12.5 - 20)
MEDIUM (20 - 25)
LARGE (25 - 30)
X LARGE (30 - 40)

( Equivelent E-Collar size in Brackets)

TOY (10)
SMALL (12.5)
SMALL MEDIUM (12.5 - 20)
MEDIUM (20 - 25)
LARGE (25 - 30)
X LARGE (30 - 40)

pounds

